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Abstract
True random number generators (TRNGs) are one of the most crucial primitives of cryptographic systems. TRNGs produce independent, identically distributed, and unpredictable
numbers for use in session keys, protocols, and countermeasures [1]. It is well-known that
the statistical properties of the TRNG output can be influenced by ambient conditions,
hardware failures or side-channel attacks. A failure in the TRNG can easily result in a
catastrophe that invalidates the security proofs of cryptographic algorithms, or disables
countermeasures, and breaks system security. As a result of their critical role, there is
an ever increasing interest on TRNG side-channel attacks in the literature, which utilize
methods such as power rail frequency injection [2], electromagnetic field injection [3, 4, 5],
ionizing radiation injection [5, 6], and fault injection [7]. These progressive developments
in side-channel research impose the continuous run-time monitoring of the TRNG. International, and federal standards such as ISO/IEC 18031, and FIPS 140-2 mandate the use of
run-time test modules for monitoring the statistical quality of the generated random bits
[8, 9]. However, continuous operation of the monitoring module becomes a burden from a
power consumption point of view, especially when emerging light-weight embedded systems
such as internet of things, or portable applications are considered.
In this work, we present a light-weight, energy efficient, and vendor agnostic FPGA
implementation of a FIPS140-2 recommended TRNG health monitor for use in light-weight
cryptographic applications. We followed a puritanical hardware approach to implement the
statistical tests, since green cryptographic systems have limited or no resources available
for software implementation. In the hardware design, we have partitioned the design with
respect to power consumption, and managed the operation through a simple, yet effective
finite state machine. We have developed a new design approach for implementing the poker
test in order to avoid the power and area-hungry multiplier employed in traditional designs.
In addition, we utilized a multi-bit bus for reporting status to the host system, instead of
a conventional mono-bit status signal which creates a single point of attack advantage for
an adversary. We introduced a technology agnostic energy efficiency metric for making fair
comparisons with similar designs in the literature. To the best of our knowledge, this is
the first vendor agnostic design of the FIPS140-2 online tests that can be mapped to any
implementation technology without requiring special hardware IP blocks.
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